
 
 

 

 

 
 

McWane, Inc. makes $28 million investment in the future of water in the Middle East 

Opening new valve, fittings and plumbing manufacturing plant in Abu Dhabi 

 

Birmingham, Alabama-based McWane, Inc. is opening its newest valve, fitting and plumbing manufacturing 

plant in Abu Dhabi on October 26, 2015. The opening of the $28 million Abu Dhabi facility, McWane’s fifth 

valve manufacturing plant and 27
th

 manufacturing facility worldwide, establishes McWane’s local position in 

the Middle East. McWane, Inc. is one of the largest privately owned companies in the USA, with more than 

6,000 employees world-wide.  

 

McWane's global footprint is making a positive impact around the world, and its growing global 

operations are expanding its effort to bring water to the world. “We recognize a significant o p p o r t u n i t y  

to manufacture and supply water, sewer and plumbing products  for the Middle East and North African 

regions," said Ruffner Page, CEO of McWane, Inc. “It is our next step toward bringing quality McWane 

products to even more of the world with our new facility in Abu Dhabi, and it’s just another milestone 

along McWane’s long-term commitment to water distribution infrastructure development across the region.” 

McWane established its new Gulf division to s e r v e  the growing demand for McWane brands like Kennedy 

Valve, Tyler Pipe, and Wade Drains in the Middle East, Africa and Asia. McWane Gulf will produce water, 

plumbing and sewer products to international specifications, including ductile iron fittings, valves and hydrants, 

drainage products, and soil pipe fittings and couplings. The McWane Gulf operation will employ around 70 

skilled workers once the plant is in full production.    

 

 “The McWane team is working on innovative ways to deliver our most valuable resource-water.  For almost a 

century McWane has built durable, sustainable and efficient water infrastructure products that meet these 

needs,” says Page. “McWane Gulf will use the technology and experience acquired by McWane over the years 

to produce these products.  That includes safeguarding the health and safety of every team member and 

protecting the environment in the communities where we operate. Everyone at McWane understands and 

supports the three principles of our Environmental, Health and Safety policy; compliance, protection and 

improvement.” 

 
About McWane, Inc. 

 

McWane, Inc. is a family business based in Birmingham, Alabama, with companies across the United States 

and the world.  At the McWane Family of Companies, we cast ductile iron products--including pipe, valves, 

hydrants, fittings, and plumbing products--manufacture fire extinguishers, fire suppression systems, steel 

pressure vessels, build network switches and monitoring equipment.  We continue to be the leader in delivering 

clean, safe drinking water around the world while focusing on the safe, environmentally-friendly manufacturing 

of our products.  The company employs more than 6,000 workers and has a longstanding commitment of 

support to those communities where our employees live and work. For more information visit 

www.mcwane.com. 
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